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Coronary Artery Disease

QTc Heterogeneity in Rest Magnetocardiography
is Sensitive to Detect Coronary Artery Disease:
In Comparison with Stress Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging
Yen-Wen Wu,1,2,3,4,5 Lung-Chun Lin,3 Wei-Kung Tseng,6 Yen-Bin Liu,3 Hsian-Li Kao,3 Mao-Shin Lin,3 Huei-Chun Huang,3
Shan-Ying Wang,1 Herng-Er Horng,7 Hong-Chang Yang8 and Chau-Chung Wu3,9

Background: Stress nuclear myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is an established method for diagnosis and
prognosis of coronary artery disease (CAD). However, radiation exposure limits its clinical application.
Magnetocardiography (MCG) has been proposed as a non-contact, rapid and non-radiation technique with high
reproducibility. The aim of the study was to evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of rest MCG in CAD comparing to stress
MPI.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 55 patients with suspected CAD (64 ± 10 years) who were scheduled for
coronary angiography (CA). MCG, stress 201Tl MPI and CA were performed within 3 months. The spatial distribution
maps of QTc interval (21 ´ 21 in resolution) were derived from a 64-channel MCG system (KRISS, Korea). T-wave
propagation mapping, repolarization heterogeneity index with QTc dispersion and smoothness index of QTc
(SI-QTc) were analyzed, and the diagnostic criteria for CAD were developed based on the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve analysis.
Results: Patients with significant CAD (³ 70% luminal stenosis, n = 36) had higher QTc dispersion and SI-QTc than
controls (both p < 0.05). The diagnostic sensitivity and specificity were 0.8330, 0.6842 for QTc dispersion ³ 79 ms;
0.7778, 0.6842 for SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms; and 0.8611, 0.6842 for combination. There was no difference of area under ROC
curve by using criteria of QTc dispersion ³ 79 ms, SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms or combination (0.7588, 0.7310, 0.7727, p = NS),
and non-inferior to stress MPI (p = NS).
Conclusions: The QTc heterogeneity parameters of rest MCG yield a good sensitivity and acceptable specificity for
detection of CAD, and may provide an alternative to stress MPI without stress and radiation.
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INTRODUCTION
The prevalence and incidence of cardiovascular disease and its manifestations increase as the global population ages, and have become a worldwide public health
problem. Stress nuclear myocardial perfusion imaging
(MPI) using single-photon emission tomography (SPECT)
is an established method for assessment of the functional significance of coronary stenosis and has been
shown to be useful in risk stratification for future cardiac events.1-5 However, radiation exposure, high cost
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and coronary risk factors were collected at the time of
coronary angiography. The protocol was approved by
the institutional review board of National Taiwan University Hospital, and written informed consent was obtained from each patient before enrollment.

and long examination time still limit its clinical application.
The electric current flowing through the heart generates a magnetic field surrounding the source of the
current, and ischemia may alter the regional myocardial
electrophysiological properties by depolarizing the cellular membrane, reducing excitability, shortening action
potential duration, slowing conduction velocity and prolonging the refractoriness beyond repolarization.4-6 Recently, magnetocardiography (MCG) has been proposed
as a non-invasive, contact-free, non-radiation technique
with high reproducibility. Rest MCG has been reported
to have a good diagnostic accuracy of 60-90% in subjects with acute chest pain7-12 or stable coronary artery
disease (CAD).13-22 However, interpretation of MCG remains a challenge since it requires highly experienced
personnel and is time consuming, and the criteria for diagnosing CAD are still controversial. In addition, there
are limited data comparing the diagnostic performance
of stress MPI and rest MCG for detection of CAD.23 The
present study was designed to evaluate the diagnostic
performance of MCG for subjects with suspected CAD,
comparing with stress MPI which served as the reference standard.

ECG
The QT interval was automatically measured from
the onset of the QRS complex to the end of the T wave
(defined as the return to the T-P isoelectric line), and
the QTc represented a QT interval corrected for the previous cardiac cycle length and was calculated automatically according to Bazett’s formula: (QTc = QT/(R - R)1/2,
where R-R interval in sec).
SQUID MCG procedures and analysis
All MCG measurements were obtained in a magnetically shielded room using a 64-channel superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) system developed
by the Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science (KRISS). The MCG signals were recorded within 100
seconds at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, with the patient in
the supine position and the SQUID’s two-dimensional
arrayed sensors positioned close to, but not in contact
with, the left chest wall. After baseline correction, data
were averaged using R-peaks to obtain a time-averaged
one-period magnetocardiac signal. The QT interval of
MCG was automatically defined from the earliest onset
of the QRS complex to the latest terminal portion of the
T wave at each position from the time-averaged B z -t
curves by using overlapped MCG waveforms, then visually checked and manually corrected if necessary. The
QT was used for the construction of the QT contour
map, with a spatial resolution of 21 ´ 21. Two parameters were generated to represent the repolarization
heterogeneity as follows: (1) the QTc dispersion, from
the difference between the longest and shortest QTc interval on the QTc contour map; (2) the spatial smoothness index of QTc (SI-QTc), modified from Van Leeuwen
et al.’s formula13 of the QTc contour map via

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
Between November 2006 and February 2011, consecutive patients with suspected or known stable CAD
referred for stress MPI and coronary angiography (CA)
were enrolled in this study. Participants were eligible if
they had: (1) typical/atypical chest pain or ischemic
equivalents (eg. dyspnea), (2) an interpretable baseline
electrocardiography (ECG) and in sinus rhythm, (3) at
least intermediate pretest CAD likelihood, (4) preserved
left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF) (³ 50% by 2D
echocardiography) and wall motion. Exclusion criteria
were significant arrhythmias, recent (< 6 weeks) myocardial infarction, unstable angina pectoris, Q-wave on
12-lead ECG, and metallic prosthesis (including pacemaker and implantable cardioverter-defibrillator). Patients with surgical wires in the sternum were not excluded. For each subject, all procedures (ECG, echocardiography, MPI, MCG and CA) were performed within
three months; information about their medical history
Acta Cardiol Sin 2014;30:445-454

SI-QTc º (1/S) SS {(1/n) Sn [(QTc)k - (QTc)n]},
where S is the total number of measured MCG points, SS
is summed over the total measured MCG points, n is the
number of nearest neighbors for a fixed position k, and
(1/n)Sn[(QTc)k - (QTc)n] is the spatially averaged QTc at a
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score (SDS: the difference between SSS and SRS). A normal, mildly abnormal, and moderate to severely abnormal MPI was defined as a summed stress score of < 4, 4
to 8, and > 8, respectively. Image interpretation according to these definitions was performed by 2 experienced
readers who had no prior knowledge of either the clinical or MCG testing data with excellent intra- and interreader reproducibility (r ³ 0.99).28 Diverging interpretations were classified by consensus.

fixed measured position k summed over the total number of nearest neighbors, n. Then, the time-dependent
area ratio of the T wave propagation was analyzed, and
the early occurrence of the +T wave due to the shorter
action potential of ischemic myocardium could be identified as previously described. 18,19 Quality evaluation
and analysis of ECG and MCG were performed by an independent investigator.

Echocardiography
M-mode and 2-dimensional echocardiography was
performed with 2.5- to 3.75-MHz transducers (HewlettPackard 5500; Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Conventional measurements of the left atrial and ventricular dimensions, the derived indices of function, and
regional wall motion abnormalities were made according to standard criteria.24

Coronary angiography
In each patient, a diagnostic coronary angiogram was
performed using standard techniques after pretreatment
with intracoronary nitroglycerin to avoid vessel spasm;
multiple projections of coronary arteries were recorded
digitally. All angiograms were examined, and the degree
of coronary stenoses was assessed using a computeraided quantitative angiographic analysis (QCA) system
(DCI-S Automated Coronary Analysis, Philips Medical Systems, Netherlands). Significant CAD was defined as
angiographic left main (LM) ³ 50% or maximum lesions of
³ 70% luminal stenosis in at least one of the primary
coronary arteries and their major branches.
The representative images of a QT contour map, T
wave propagation and SPECT of subjects with and without significant coronary stenosis are shown in Figures 1
and 2, respectively.

Myocardial perfusion imaging procedures and
analysis
MPI procedures were standardized and consistent
with the published guidelines. 25 Two kinds of stress
were used for thallium-201 (201Tl) SPECT. Standard ECG
exercise treadmill testing was performed using a Bruce
protocol. 201Tl (3 mCi) was injected at peak exercise and
exercise was continued for an additional minute. Pharmacologic stress 201Tl SPECT was performed if patients
were suspected of failing to exercise adequately. Dipyridamole (0.56 mg/kg over 4 minutes) was intravenously infused to induce coronary hyperemia. Three
minutes after the completion of the infusion, 201Tl was
injected. Stress SPECT imaging was started within 5
minutes after the end of stress and redistribution images were acquired 4 hours later. In cases with irreversible defects shown at 4 hours, additional 1 mCi 201Tl
was injected and a third set of images was obtained 15
minutes after the reinjection. The stress produced techniques for image processing and reconstruction that
have been previously described.26 All MPI scans were
interpreted with a 17-segment model in which each
segment was scored using a 5-point scoring system (0 =
normal perfusion to 4 = no uptake).27 Summed scores
were calculated from these segmental scores, including
summed rest score (SRS: the sum of the 17 segmental
rest scores), summed stress score (SSS: the sum of the
17 segmental stress scores) and summed difference

Statistical analysis
All values were expressed as mean ± SD. Comparisons were made using a Student’s t-test for continuous
variables, non-parametric tests, and chi-square tests or
Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables. One-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis was performed to make pairwise comparisons among groups.
The strength of associations was estimated by the
Pearson correlation coefficient (r). Receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed to identify
patients with significant CAD using MPI and MCG
parameters. All analyses were performed using STATA
10.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA) statistical
software. All statistical tests were 2-sided, and a p value
of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
The diagnostic accuracy of stress MPI was estimated at
85%.29,30 In order to observe differences of at least 15%
diagnostic accuracy between resting MCG and stress
447
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Figure 1. Stress and rest myocardial perfusion imaging in a 68-year-old man showed reversible perfusion defects in the lateral wall (A). An
occurrence of +T wave was noted at around 0.67 s. Although absence of early occurrence of +T wave (B), magnetocardiography QT contour map was
constructed from the repolarization map (C) which showed increased heterogeneity indices (QTc dispersion = 93.7 ms, SI-QTc = 9.7 ms). His coronary
angiogram showed near total occlusion in the left circumflex artery.
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Figure 2. Stress and rest myocardial perfusion imaging in a 60-year-old man showed only mild reversible perfusion abnormalities in anterior and
inferior walls (A). Although an early occurrence of +T wave could be detected in 0.634 s in 2D mapping (B), magnetocardiography heterogeneity
indices generated from QT contour map (C) were within normal ranges (QTc dispersion = 69.0 ms, SI-QTc = 7.8 ms). His coronary angiogram showed
no significant coronary stenosis.
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cularization. Based on the coronary angiogram, there
were 36 patients with angiographically significant CAD;
nine had single-vessel disease, 13 had 2-vessel disease,
and the remaining 14 patients had 3-vessel disease. Participants were predominantly middle-aged (mean 65
years), with the majority being male and hypertensive.
The frequency of hyperlipidemia was significantly higher
in subjects with significant CAD (78% vs. 42%). A high
prevalence of statin use was noted in patients with
hyperlipidemia, even in the control group. Additional
details about the study population are shown in Table 1.
Treadmill 201Tl SPECT was performed on 19 patients
and all achieved 85% of age-predicted maximum heart

MPI for CAD on coronary angiography in subjects with
intermediate and high likelihood of CAD, a minimum of
43 patients were required for a 1-side value of p < 0.05
with a power (1-b) of 80% in the non-inferior study
design. Nevertheless, in order to improve power, our
aim was to recruit a minimum of 50 patients in this pilot
study.

RESULTS
A total of 55 subjects were included in the study. Fifteen patients (27%) had a history of coronary revasTable 1. Patient characteristics
n = 55
Age (y)
Gender (male, %)
Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Hyperlipidemia
Statin
Fibrate
Smoking (current/former)
Prior revascularization
Echocardiography
IVS (mm)
PW (mm)
LVEDD (mm)
LVESD (mm)
LVEF (%)
MPI
SSS
SRS
SDS
SSS ³ 4
SDS ³ 4
SSS > 8
ECG QTc (ms)
MCG
Early TW peak
QTc (ms)
QTc disp (ms)
SI-QTc (ms)
QTc dispersion ³ 79 or SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms

With CAD (n = 36)

Without CAD (n = 19)

p value

64 ± 10
33 (92%)
32 (89%)
14 (39%)
28 (78%)
21 (75%)
0 (0%)
14 (39%)
12 (33%)

65 ± 9
15 (79%)
15 (79%)
05 (26%)
8 (42%)
7 (71%)
1 (13%)
4 (21%)
3 (16%)

0.960
0.180
0.330
0.360
00.0075

11.7 ± 2.0
11.4 ± 1.6
49.6 ± 4.6
32.8 ± 5.6
62.4 ± 11.0

11.2 ± 1.8
10.3 ± 1.9
46.6 ± 1.9
27.7 ± 2.2
70.7 ± 4.4

0.570
0.130
0.067
0.010
0.038

15.4 ± 9.8
4.6 ± 5.9
10.8 ± 8.6
32 (89%)
31 (86%)
25 (69%)
422.8 ± 46.7

03.8 ± 2.8
01.0 ± 2.4
02.8 ± 2.4
10 (52%)
07 (37%)
1 (5%)
406.3 ± 29.1

< 0.0001
00.0115
00.0002
00.0021
00.0010
< 0.0001
0.168

30 (83%)
382.5 ± 32.0
095.53 ± 23.93
10.81 ± 2.29
41 (86%)

11 (58%)
376.8 ± 23.7
077.35 ± 17.58
09.06 ± 2.99
06 (32%)

0.040
0.499
00.0052
00.0193
< 0.0001

0.150
0.170

Variables are presented as mean ± SD or number of patients (%).
CAD, coronary artery disease; ECG, electrocardiography; EDD, end-diastolic diameter; EF, ejection fracture; ESD, end-systolic
diameter; IVS, interventricular septum; LV, left ventricular; LVD, LV dilatation; MCG, magnetocardiography; MPI, myocardial
perfusion imaging; PW, posterior wall; QTc disp, QTc dispersion; SDS, summed difference score; SI, smooth index; SRS, summed rest
score; SSS, summed stress score; TW, T wave.
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Table 2 describes the results of ROC curves, sensitivity, specificity and overall accuracy of MPI and MCG
parameters for the identification of significant CAD.
There was no statistically significant correlation between summed scores of MPI and heterogeneity index
of MCG. However, using the area under ROC curve
(AUC), SI-QTc had comparable diagnostic performance
as SSS for the detection of significant CAD. On the other
hand, QTc dispersion and the presence of early occurrence +T wave were less accurate. There was no significant difference of AUC in CAD detection by using criteria
of QTc dispersion ³ 79 ms, SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms or in combination (0.7588, 0.7310, 0.7727, p = NS). The diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were 0.8330,
0.6842, and 0.7818 for QTc dispersion ³ 79 ms, 0.7778,
0.6842, 0.7455 for SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms, and 0.8611, 0.6842,
0.8000 for combination, respectively. Using the criteria
of combination of QTc dispersion ³ 79 ms or SI-QTc ³ 9.1
ms, the diagnostic performance was acceptable for the
detection of CAD. There was no significant difference in
comparison with the cut-off values of SSS ³ 4, SDS ³ 4 or
SSS > 8 on semiquantitative MPI.

rate, indicating intact effort intolerance and adequate
stress. Dipyridamole 201Tl SPECT was performed on the
remaining 36 subjects. No major adverse events developed during the study period.
In the overall study population, the MPI results
were normal in 18%, mildly abnormal in 31%, and moderate to severely abnormal in 51% of subjects. The
values of SSS, SRS and SDS on MPI were positively
correlated with the number of stenosed coronary arteries. In addition, SRS was associated with lower LVEF
(r = -0.46, p = 0.011).
Patients with CAD had significantly larger LV endsystolic dimension (ESD), lower LV EF, a high prevalence
of perfusion abnormalities on MPI, and higher values of
repolarization heterogeneity parameters on MCG. QTc
derived from ECG. Also, MCG tended to be higher in patients with CAD, but not reaching statistical significance.
A good correlation between QT c dispersion and
SI-QT c (r = 0.72, p < 0.0001) derived from MCG was
noted. However, there was no significant correlation
between QT c of ECG and MCG parameters (including
QTc, QTc dispersion, SI-QTc). The early occurrence of +T
wave propagation could be identified in 29 (81%) patients with significant CAD, but no specific correlation
between location of angiographic distribution, perfusion
abnormalities on MPI and early +T wave peak on MCG
could be defined. In addition, lack of correlation between QTc dispersion and SI-QTc derived from MCG and
the number of stenosed coronary arteries was noted.

DISCUSSION
Exercise stress ECG is the most common screening
test used to detect CAD; however, lower diagnostic accuracy has been reported in low risk group, women,

Table 2. The results of ROC curves, sensitivity, specificity and overall accuracy of MPI and MCG parameters for the identification of
significant CAD

MPI
SSS (as standard)
SRS
SDS
SSS ³ 4
SDS ³ 4
SSS > 8
MCG
Early TW peak
QTc disp (ms)
SI-QTc (ms)
QTc disp ³79 ms
SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms
QTc disp ³79 ms or SI-QTc ³ 9.1 ms

ROC area

Std. Err.

0.8772
0.6930
0.8121
0.6813
0.7463
0.8209

0.0449
0.0675
0.0576
0.0646
0.0639
0.0470

0.6272
0.7383
0.7551
0.7588
0.7310
0.7727

0.0662
0.0719
0.0767
0.0632
0.0651
0.0621

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

p value

0.0019
0.1283
< 0.0001 <
0.0066
0.1075

0.8889
0.8611
0.6944

0.4737
0.6316
0.9474

0.7455
0.7818
0.7818

0.8333

0.4118

0.6981

0.8330
0.7778
0.8611

0.6842
0.6842
0.6842

0.7818
0.7455
0.8000

0.0014
0.0461
0.1131
0.0611
0.0350
0.1042

MCG, magnetocardiography; MPI, myocardial perfusion imaging; QTc disp, QTc dispersion; ROC, receiver operating characteristic;
SDS, summed difference score; SI, smooth index; SRS, summed rest score; SSS, summed stress score; TW, T wave.
Acta Cardiol Sin 2014;30:445-454
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of CAD as well as cardiac allograft vasculopathy.19 Furthermore, the present study showed a good diagnostic
performance of QT heterogeneity index derived from
resting MCG in diagnosis of CAD, and even non-inferior
in comparison to stress MPI.
MCG detects cardiac magnetic fields and has advantages over stress MPI or computed tomography coronary
angiography.43,44 First, MCG is non-radiation in nature
which can be conducted with a rapidity that allows
high-throughput examination and thus is more feasible
for daily practice. Second, MCG records magnetic fields
that originate directly from the primary cardiac current
and has no need to come into contact with patients during the examination, resulting in minimal signal distortion
and attenuation, and thus are less affected by the body
composition, including women and obese subjects. In addition, the possibility of underestimation of disease severity due to balanced ischemia could be reduced. Here
we demonstrated the MCG heterogeneity index could
successfully detect significant CAD even at resting state,
and thus could be much safer and more suitable for elderly and subjects with poor functional status. Although
the MCG system is relatively expensive and presently requires a magnetically shielded room, it could be widely
adapted to a routine examination in daily practice. Due to
the positive factors of safety, non-radiation and high
reproducibility, the application of MCG as a screening
modality in the general population is suitable, even in
the asymptomatic or low risk subjects.
We could not establish the correlation between QTc
heterogeneity indices from MCG, and severity of perfusion abnormalities on MPI, or the number of stenosed
CAD. The location of early T peak on MCG did not match
well with the ischemic region on MPI. These could be
partially explained with the high prevalence of multivessel obstructive CAD and history of prior interventions
in this study. Further development of new MCG parameters and 3-dimensional mapping are mandatory for
better detection and localization of myocardial ischemia
and scar formation.
QT heterogeneity detected via ECG could also be reported as a useful predictor of CAD.45 In the current study,
patients with CAD had significantly higher values of repolarization heterogeneity parameters from MCG. Values
of QTc derived from ECG or MCG tended to be higher in
CAD patients in comparison to the controls, although not

subjects with greater functional impairment or after
revascularization procedures.30,31 The use of SPECT with
exercise or pharmacologic stress is superior to exercise
ECG test alone, particularly in patients unable to reach
an adequate level of stress. This technique has been
proven to have good prognostic values for the development of subsequent cardiac events and the need for
revascularization. A strategy incorporating stress MPI as
the initial test for detecting CAD and assessing prognosis
in subjects with intermediate to high pretest likelihood
of CAD is recommended,1-3 but not indicated in unselected, asymptomatic individuals or symptomatic subjects with low pretest CAD probability because of its
ionizing radiation and high expense.2,3 Factors reducing
the sensitivity of SPECT MPI are a small LV chamber, single vessel disease (vs. multivessel CAD), mild stenosis
and balanced ischemia in the presence of three-vessel
CAD.32 Additionally, specificity is reduced when attenuation or motion artifacts are read as indicating CAD.
Therefore, the diagnostic accuracy of MPI in women is
adversely affected by several gender-specific factors,
including breast attenuation, small LV chamber size, and
the high prevalence of single-vessel disease.33-35
MCG has been proposed as a non-contact, noninvasive, rapid and non-radiation technique with high
reproducibility for functional diagnosis of various heart
diseases, which could be easily adapted to routine medical examination among the general population. Increased repolarization heterogeneity of the diseased
heart can be either anatomic, due to infarction, fibrosis,
or structural remodeling, or electrophysiological, due to
ischemia, electrical remodeling, drugs, genetic defects
or heterogeneous autonomic innervations.35 Many MCG
studies have attempted to investigate the repolarization
abnormalities in subjects with myocardial infarction,36-39
acute chest pain,7-12 stable CAD after stress40-42 or only
at rest.13-20 The diagnostic accuracy for MCG has been
reported to be similar to the efficacy of those of existing
noninvasive modalities for diagnosing CAD,21,22 whereas
limited in head-to-head comparison with stress MPI.23
We previously revealed the early occurrence +T-wave
propagation of electromagnetic signals could detect
myocardial ischemia in the resting state, and thereafter
be improved soon after successful revascularization.18
We also demonstrated QT heterogeneity index were
better than the early occurrence of +T-wave in detection
451
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structive CAD.

reaching statistical significance. This might suggest that
repolarization heterogeneity parameters on MCG are more
sensitive than QTc, either using surface ECG or MCG.19
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
to evaluate the efficacy of resting MCG in comparison
with stress MPI as a non-invasive assessment of CAD. It
suggests that resting MCG is a good diagnostic screening
tool for the detection of significant CAD. Although stress
MPI or computed tomography coronary angiography
may be more sensitive than MCG in the detection of
CAD, they are not indicated in unselected, asymptomatic individuals or symptomatic subjects with low
pretest CAD probability arising from their ionizing radiation and high expense. A negative MCG may obviate the
necessity for stress MPI, computed tomography coronary angiography, even invasive coronary angiography.
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